
Nebula Tutorial



Ok, firstly we need two
images of clouds.

I chose the top image
because it had a nice mix of
cloud cover and sky.

I chose the bottom image
because of the dramatic
clouds and the high contrast
value. Quite nebula-like
already!

Both of these images were
grabbed from the internet
with a Google search.



Ok, now we have the
cloud images.

Create a new Photoshop
document and fill it with a
background colour. Iʼve
chosen a red #9a0002



Next fill part of the
background using the Linear
Gradient tool from top right
to bottom left.

I chose orange #faaf5d



Create a new layer. Copy
and paste the 1st cloud
image. I distorted this image
to fit the background size.



Next use Gaussian Blur on
the cloud image and set the
layer to screen 100%.

The amount of blur is
unimportant use, enough to
create a nice fuzzy image.



Create a new layer

Copy and paste the 2nd
cloud image. Again Iʼve
distorted the image to fit the
background size.

Iʼve rotated the layer 90°
clockwise.

(Edit-Transform-Rotate 90°
Clockwise)



Set the layer to Overlay
100%



Create a new layer.

Using the Radial Gradient
Tool draw some black
around the edges as shown.

This is just a matter of
experimenting depending on
the cloud images you have
chosen. Itʼs quite random
really.

Layer is normal 100%



Create a new layer.

Using the Linear Gradient
Tool from the bottom towards
the top Iʼve painted in a red
gradient, fading out about
half way up the page.

I used red #9a0002

The layer is normal 100%



Create a new layer

Using the same red but this
time with the Radial Gradient
Tool Iʼve added a small
gradient to the top left and
top right corners.

Set the layer to overlay
100%



Create a new layer.

Here Iʼve added more of rhe
same red, again using the
Radial Gradient Tool, Iʼve
added more to the bottom of
the image.

Set this layer to multiply
100%



Create a new layer.

Iʼve added a small amount of
black to the bottom right
hand corner using the Radial
Gradient Tool.

Using a white foreground
colour Iʼve also added some
stars using Photoshop
brushes. Youʼll find plenty of
free star brushes on the web.

Layer Normal 100%



Thatʼs it!

Add planets to taste.

Try changing the background
layer to different colours and
see what effect you get.

Donʼt worry if you donʼt get
this right first time.
Depending on the cloud
images and colours chosen
each nebula will be different.

Thanks, I hope this little
tutorial has been useful.

cheers
Kimey


